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Introduction

This paper aims at presenting suggestions, which seem to us
useful, concerning the fostering of manpower for the production and use
of nuclear energy in a developing country.

In order to treat this theme in general terms, we have felt it
necessary to assemble the 103 Member States of the IAEA into four
groups, using for classification criteria which, although neither perfect
nor definitive, apply reasonably well to our objectives.

We analyse the manner in which the constituents of each group
behaved with regard to the International meetings on education in
nuclear science and technology which have already been held.

Following that, we discuss the task of Universities and other
institutions in the preparation of personnel for graduate and post-
graduate levels in the nuclear field. We propose steps by which
countries in one group might progress to another group more advanced
in the nuclear field, provided our premises were accepted. To enlarge
on this theory we present three examples which we believe to merit
attention, taken from among those where we have data sufficient to
support our contentions. In the first two instances, we deal with
developed countries, and in the third and last, we discuss Brazilian

Following the analysis of preparation of p e r s o n n e l in a
developing country, we make some comments regarding the impact
of nuclear science and technology on educational institutions, and we
terminate the study by reviewing our suggestions and presenting them
in & conclusive form.
The Member State Groups;

To begin with, our subject necessitates a search for criteria
for distinguishing between " developed " and "developing11 c o u n t r i e s
Consulting the Bibliography ( which numbers from [ 1 ] to [ 9 ] and



appears at the end of the text), we found a statement by the World Bank
[ l j , which says "There is no firm line, however, between developed
and developing countries. . . International Statistics are often in
variance on this point... Such a definition must necessarily be
arbitrary".

We had then, to look for a definition of our own, but one which
would also be acceptable by the IAEA (*). From the list given in[ l] ,we
can conclude that among the 103 IAEA Member States, probably up to
20 developed, and at least 69 developing countries are to be found (M .
This leaves 14 countries which must be classified by other means.

As we are most interested in solving this problem,from a view-
point acceptable to the IAEA, we will begin with the analysis of the
situation of Member States regarding ownership of nuclear reactors(15
to 18; 1 to IV). It is important to point out that we are well aware that
circumstances exist aside from the purchase of a nuclear reactor,
which could place one country far ahead of others within •• the field of
nuclear technical and scientific accomplishments. However, for the
sake of simplicity, we'll rather add to the already mentioned lists [ l j ,
as supplementary infprmation, a comparison as to number, type and
date of criticality of each Member State nuclear reactor (15 to 18;I, II,
III), [2] . This criterion, however,appeared to be insufficient for a
classification of all countries, since it doesn't enclude the various cases
with decisions pending.

We elect, then,to proceed with a financial analysis. Without
any doubt, ever since the international organizations began financing,
research and education, a promising new era began in the developing
countries. Scientists and economists realized more clearly the
importance of working together at good programs.

By making their projects easier for econanists to compréierri
and check, the scientists ended by giving greater attention to the
economic aspects of their own work. On the other hand, because of
the cooperation received from skilled specialists,the 2 economists
learned, under their orientation, how to better their gains. Each one,
in his own, sphere of action, give enormous help to the other, one
might say [3].

At this point, let us see how IAEA dispenses Technical
Assistance to Member States. ('Technical Assistance' here means
total expenses relative to fellowships, experts sent abroad and the
(*) - To simplify our inicial work we made four Tables (I, II, III, IV) '
where we have collected data from several sources. Before using them,
we recommend a careful reading of the 'Key' to their vertical rows,
(numbered from (TOK08O), which is to be found at the end of this text,
following the Bibliography.
if*) - Please, note that in the lists given in £ l j : Classifications are
missing for USSR (IV); Poland (I); Bulgaria,CS. R.,Hungary,Rumania
(II);Albania,B.S.S.R.,Holy See, Ireland, Liechtenstein, Madagascar,
Monaco, Ukrania (III).
- Iceland, Luxembourg and New Zealand (III), and all countries in IV
fexcept Spain) are considered as developed countries.
- Those remaining in I, II, in are developing countries.
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furnishing of equipment). F i r s t of all, we attempted to find s o m e
correlation between the area and population of each Member State a n d
amounts provided respectively by Technical Assistance. No s u c h
relationship was, found however. There must be other reasons guiding
IAEA's apparent preference for some countries in granting them m o r e
Technical Assistance than others *

Carrying on our research, we concluded t h a t Member States
could be classified and the correct IAEA judgment ascertained by means
of four postulates: (a) - We shall begin with the list of developed and
developing countries, taken from £ 1 J, adding to it or cancelling any
country's name when necessary in accordance with the application o f
these subsequent propositions; (b) - Those Member States, which h a v e
been regularly receiving the greatest amounts of ^Technical Assistance ,
will constitute one developing countries group [,2j;(c). - Member States
having no nuclear reactors of any kind will all be included in another
developing countries group [2J; (d) - Those Member States which have
power reactors but received very little or no Technical Assistance u p
till now, will be considered members of the one and only developed
countries group, according to the IAEA [2j .

Accepting these propositions, we can then organize four groups,
three of them for developing countries (A, B, C groups; see I, II, III)-
and one for the developed countries ( D group; see IV ), all the above
mentioned being supposedly acceptable to the IAEA.

Group - A is composed of t h o s e Member States that have
received the greatest Technical Assistance amounts, owing perhaps to
tne excellence of their p r o j e c t s allied with their compliance w i t h
the IA L A's objectives L 2 H » W e a r e s p e a k i n g then (13, 14;
I; about the 17 countries which have consistently, during the years from
1S62 to 1969, been among the 10 better supported by IAEA Technical
Assistance [_2 J . *n order to be certain that this is not merely >a
coincidence, we may also verify ( 1 1 , 12; I ) the 17 countries which
received the highest total amounts of Technical Assistance since they
joined the IAEA as Member States until 1969 [2] . Both lists include
the s a m e 17 names. Taking into a c c o u n t the above mentioned
circunstances, we are encluding India and Poland in Group-A, e v e n
though the former owns power reactors.

Group-C will consist of the 56 countries which have no nuclear
reactors of any kind (15 to 18; III) [ 2 ] . The eight countries not listed
in ui I, will be included in this group, as well as Iceland, Luxembourg
and New Zealand, which, although highly industrialized, have no nuclear
reactors. We a l s o verified that Group-C countries received very
little or no Technical Assistance. The majority failed to submit enough
successful projects to IAEA to justify better monetary supplies. Some
otr.er countries showed no interest in submitting these proposals and
consequently, were not even considered by the IAEA. To reinforce our
conviction that this Group-C classification actually exists» we si-all
give two examples which we consider very significant:
(a) - During our research, our attention was attracted by the fact that
41 Member States have no r e l e v a n t organization» such as the



Commissions in other countries, solely concerned with nuclear energy
[2] . The majority (36 Member States in this case) belong to Group^-C
(19; I to IV) (b) - Twenty-six of Group-C7s components are what we
call new comers, that is to say they became Member States between
1962 and 1969. The only extra one belongs to Group-B(10;II,lri), [2j.

Going on now to Group- D:- We shall include in ix the developed
countries listed in [l] , excepting Iceland, Luxembourg and New Zealand,
which have no nuclear reactors. We shall also include the following two
countries (11, 12, 15 to 18; IV):
- USSR, because this country has had power and research reactors in
operation for a long time and has received no Technical Assistance
whatever;and Spain because she has a power reactor in operation and
has received very little Technical Assistance up till now, although
classified as a developing country in our reference list [ l j .

Finally,as to Group-B(II),it will include the other seven courtries
listed in [lj as developing countries, as well as the remaining four not
classified in that same list.

International Meeting on Education
During the two general conferences, on the Peaceful Uses of

Atomic Energy, sponsored by United Nations and held in Geneva(1955,
1S58), m a n y problems were discussed concerning Education and
Manpower. With the aim of amplifying, emphasizing and keeping up to
date the discussions started in Geneva, the IAEA decided to sponsor a
series of seminars on that subject (V), [2] .

By analysing (20;I,II,IV), we can see immediatly that only 49
of the 103 Member States attended any of the above mentioned meetings.
Only three of the Group-D countries attended ali three meetings and
not one of the developing countries attended more than two. To continue
with Gcoap-D^three-of itfc countries were present át Wo d the meeting,
as aid three countries in Group-A and one in Group-B. No member of
Group-C attended any meeting at all. How can we interpret t h i s
absence of the majority of Member States ? What could be the reason
for such a decrease in attendance at these reunions, both in absolute
figures and percentually (V)? Are the Member States less interested
in Education, or are they absent in increasing proportions for other
reasons? Why, actually, did it happen? We cannot say that it was due
to regionalism, since Argentina's meeting was attended by three non
- Latin-American countries and Thailand»s meeting by f i v e non-
Asiatic countries The first exception amounts to 17% and, the second,
to 36%. A possible explanation is that developing countries have- so
many domestic problems that in some cases, it would not be advisable
to discuss at an international level, what has not yet been solved at
home.Some countries do not have,perhaps,enough financial support
to use for conventional Science ana Technology and consequently, can
not afford to discuss Nuclear Science and 'Technology aoroad. Others,
while in a position to participate in such discussions are so involved
with practical application of Nuclear Science and Technology at home,
that they consider these theoretical discussions on Education a less of
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tirr.e and money. Still other reasons may exist for these absences, but,
what actually meets the eye is a general lack of interest in the educational
problems dealt with at these meetings.

We should state here, parenthetically, that the problems discussed
and the solutions proposed at all three of these meetings, a r e of t h e
greatest importance, mainly for the developing countries. Let us see
then, how problems which relate nuclear science and technology at the
secondary school level, were deit with on those occasions.

The 80 participants from 31 countries, which met in Saclay [2]
agreed that there are two ways of introducing Nuclear S c i e n c e and
Technology in secondary schools. One is to bring experts to each class,
to deliver lectures about the desired subject and the other is to keep
secondary school teachers up-to-date in Niclear Science and Technology
by means of special courses. The participants agreed that there a r e
not enough teachers, for this job and, moreover,the need for adequate
laboratories is an even more important requirement.

AU the 47 participants from 18 countries, who met in Bariloche
[2] , agreed that the moat Important Latin-American p r o b l e m is t h e
necessity for improved teaching at the secondary level.

If we agree that the enrollment of a great many s t u d e n t s is
necessary in order to.insure the probability of obtaining a few of high
calibre, after studying the annual percentual growth in secondary school
matriculation between 1950 and 1965, we have to conclude that t h e
situation has shown no improvement, at least up to 1965C13* „

The 25 participants from 15 countries, who met in Bangkok [ 2],
all came to the conclusion that Australia, Denmark, Japan,U.K., a n d
IL S. A (all from Group-D) have a high level of secondary education.

It was also pointed out that the USfthas introduced a traveling
laboratory, which could be brought for a few days to each school i n
order that laboratory classes might be given; and that Iran (Group-A),
used one central laboratory for the same purpose, with mien succ€6&«

We are aware that all Member States have access to complete
information relating to these meetings, via IAEA publications.

However,the absentee countries lose completely the opportunity
to present and discuss their problems in open forum, as well as t o
receive valuable suggestions which might also prove useful t o other
countries with identical conditions. Worse s t i 1 l,they h a v e l e f t
unanswered until to day the questions: were they unable to participate
or did they not wish to? In either instance what was the reason? H o w
car. the problem be goBred in the near future ? To be s u r e, át the 4th
Conference,in Geneva,where all Member States a r e expected to be
present, we may be able to throw some light on these questions, whose
answers will, as we see it, contribute principally to the progress o f
those States still in an elementary phase of development i n n u c l e a r
science and tecnology.
Nuclear Science and Technology and college education

Generally /the impact of Nuclear Science and Technology o n
institutions of University level depends up^n tbe basic curriculum, the
amount of financial support, and the l«vtl of « x £ s t i n g teachers an d
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students. We are going to analyze this beginning with c o u n t r i e s
presenting less favorable conditions along these lines. In a c o u n t r y
where, due to political and/or financial conditions universities have no
research reactor nor sub-critical assembly,nor particle accelerator
or neutron source, Nuclear Science supposedly would be treated in a
very theoretical way and Nuclear Technology at an elementary level.
The laboratories would be, probably, very simple under the conditions
mentioned. Educational and research programs would be v e r y
superficial, based perhaps on radioisotope techniques a n d ' G e i g e r '
counter utilization The teachers and students, no matter h o w good
they might be, would be unable to overcome such deficiencies in t h e
nuclear field of education. If we suppose, as welLáhat in such countries
there are no Institutes or Laboratories, w i t h n u c l e a r reac tors ,
subcritical assemblies, e tc . , to which the universities may apply, i t
car» be said that this is likely to be the normal situation; as evidenced
among most countries belonging to Group-C.

We should remember Dr. Sigvard Eklund's words,pronounced
when he began his duties,on December 1,1961.as IAEAD i.r e c t o r
General \t\:
' ' Financial means are,a necessary requisite in order to be able
to perform development work, but also good brains. The developing
countries can make a most important contribution here by providing
talents for education in science and technology. I am using education
here in a sense where the worH means not only the acquisition o f
knowledge in certain fields of science and technology, but also includes
ability for creative thinking in the form of scientific a n d technical
research and development work "

The methodology to be followed in order to bring each Group-C
country to a more promising situation, might be something like t h a t
adopted by Japan when,in 1868,she decided to modernize her culture
by assimilating occidental Science and Technology. The above mentioned
country first created institutions to deal with the subject, t h a t i s ,
Industry (1872) and Interior (1873) Ministries. Those Ministries invited
foreign experts from several countries, according to the solutions
t h e y h a d i n m i n d f o r e a c h of t h e i r p r o b l e m s . F r o m 1 8 6 0 t o 1 9 1 4 ,
about 1400 f o r e i g n e x p e r t s went t o Japan to p e r f o r m dif ferent f u n c t i o n s ;
9 0 0 o f t h e m w e r e g o v e r n m e n t a l g u e s t s , A s t i m e p a s s e d , n a t i o n a l
specialists, educated in the country and/or abroad, gradually replaced
the foreign experts. As it would be very time consumüigtogo on with
such comparisons, we suggest to_whomever it may interest, the reaiing •
of o u r bibliographical notes [4] , since they consist of v a l u a b l e
information on oriental thought which can be analyzed and utilized even
up to the present time.

As for the constituents of Group-C, we believe that, for those
who have none, it would be very useful to create a high level institution
such as a National Commission - with own budget and program- which
would have the specific task of promotion and «upport f cr the
development c? nuclear energy in the country Such an institution,would
count among its most active functions, a special * dedication to
fostering of manpower and propagating of scientific exchange. Bearding



foreign experts, the I A E A may be depended"on to send them a l m o s t
without charge. Furthermore, the countries can request them director
by means of special agreements, which are commonly m a d e among
friendly countries for mutual te.címicáL-scientific cooperation.

As soon as the countries of Group-C begin to buy sub-critical
assemblies, particle accelerators and neutron sources, etc. ,for their
universities,and nuclear reactors, computers,etc. ,for their research
institutes, it will signify that they have achieved overcome the step in
developing with relation to the IAEA ideas. At this stage we are going
to find two important alternatives:
- Either their projects will receive very considerable T e c h n i c a l
Assistance from the IAEÁ,as lisfrsppôiqiÊiiaowrwith Group-A countries;
or: 1 * They will ask for a small amount only, or they will not submit
any p r o j e c t s to IAEA, and consequently will r e c e i v e little or no
Assistance, as probably occured with the majority of Gxup-B constituents.

What,then, are the main differences between groups A and B ?
First of all,to receive more from IAEA,it is also necessary to offer
more. For instance, concerning IAEA co-sponsored fellowships it
would be necessary not only to send abroad a greater number cf national
experts, but to receive as well many foreign fellowship-holders from
other countries To compensate for a Member State's high expenses
the IAEA is ready to supply substantial financial help. In requests for
equipment submitted to the IAEA, the value of relevant equipment:
already in the requesting country must be reported in a due manner.
Thus, the better a country is equipped, the greater the probability of
receiving relevant support from the Agency for purchase of d e s i r e d
material. Concerning the request for cooperation of foreign experts
from IAEA, programs proposed by Member States must be in
accordance with the Agency's view-point, demonstrating high levels
or presenting some peculiarity to make them unique in their f i e l d
(as in the fight against some deseases which exist only in the less
developed countries), in order to be accepted in full. The greater the
number of foreign experts received, the greater will be the Technical
Assistance given by the IAEA. We also have to consider the traveling
abroad of national experts who c participate in Technical-Scientific
Meetings sponsored by IAEA. The expenses are partially paid by IAEA
and partially by the country of origin. As in all the other cases, to
earn substancial help from the Agency, the country must also spend a
significant amount. Finally, the Member State which offers to be the
host country for international meetings, receives for it considerable
financial support from IAEA, although it must also bear a great deal
of expense itself, as is to be expected.

We believe these are the general aspects of the a c t i v i t i e s
of groups A and B, According to our criterion, If these cotint r i e •
wish to be in a position to join Group-D, they have at the same time to
do the following:CaU) - Acquire, if mat in the case, cae or more power
reactors; î fcr:') * Believe IAEA from txpms&t (In every war pcsstile)
relating to Technical Assistance. This second item, which may seem
to be tfc* reverse of tibe correct procedure for submitttjig more a n 4
xaore improved proteste to IAEA/needi our ' "*'"" ' ''
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"If0 a country sends at least most of its fellowship-holders at

its own expenses or if it concludes bi-lateral agreements with other
friendly countries, diminishing IAEA support, it will succeed in
putting each student in the right place on the appropriated occasion. It
is going to carry out the program,giviqg full satisfaction,-which seldom
happens when the fellowship is obtained through the Agency, since IAEA
depends upon quality, quantity and opportunity of vacancies offered by
the host country.

"If" a Member State sends for a foreign expert, on i t s o w n
account or through an agreement with a friendly country, it is going
to r e c e i v e whom it wants, on the proper date, etc. , without t h e
obligation to submit projects beforehand aid without having to wait an
indeterminate period for IAEA's answer. This could not be otherwise,
since when we ask for the Agency's support, i t s s t a f f h . a s
determined dates for meeting and deciding upon each subject.

"If", insteady of applying to the Agency,,the country acquires
the necessary equipment by itself,thus obtaining the type,trade-mark,
price and point of o r i gin of its choice, it will gain not only exactly
what it wants but it will also be attest) \begm to use the material right
away, even though for a higher price.

The procedures we just explained will require a sound economic
and financial base on the part of Member State,so, we may place it in
Group-D "and which is more"(as we may say to parody the remarkable
poem "If" by Rudyard Kipling), we would consider it a developed
country, according to IAEA view-point.

Let us examine Group-D now. The countries which pioneered
nuclear engineering and are more advanced, have elected to t r a i n
their students in nuclear energy techniques only af t e r they w e r e
already graduate civil, electrical,mechanical and chemical engineers.

We will explain briefly the case of the USA [5] , [6] . Nuclear
courses were presented originally by USAEC National Laboratories,
such as Oak Ridge and A r g o n n e . Only after 1950, h u n d r e d s of
universities began to give courses in Nuclear Science and Technology.
A few years later, when t h e s e universities felt themselves in a
position to take over full responsability for education i n nuclear
engineering,they asked that USAEC stop giving these courses.USAEC
agreed and , at the present time, only courses in highly specialized
subjects,such as Safeguards,Reactor Siting, Reactor Licencing, etc ,
which probably are of no interest to the universities, are given there

Universities in the USA generally rely on such facilities as:
('a:) - A Program, which would include, among other subjects, the
following:Atomic and Nuclear Physics,Radiobiology,NUclear Technolcgy,
R a d i a t i o n Hazard Control, Reactor Materials, R e a c t o r Fuel
Technology and Radioisotope Techniques As a quantitative analysis
we may add [5] that, from 1963 to 1967, 34*3 certificates w e r e
granted, as follows:420 BS,824 MS, 355 Ph D in Nuclear Engineering;
82 BS,156 MS,49 PhD inNuclear Science;43 BS,472 MS, 400 Ph D
in N u c l e a r Physics; 39 38 , 152 MS, 207 Ph D in N u c l e a r
Chemistry; 20 MS, 20 Ph D to Radiobiology; 190 MS, 04 Ph D in
Radiological Health. ( Ü ) - Laboratories with such equipment» as:



Nuclear Reactors, Accelerators, Analysing equipment, Radiation Sburces
and Computers. The universities are allowed to frequent N a t i o n a 1
Institutes facilities» such as< Argonne Universities (Argonne N a t i o n a l
Laboratory and 28 universities);Associated Universities Incorporat ed
(Brookhaven National Laboratory and 9 universities); O a k R i d g e
Associated Universities (Oak Ridge Laboratory and 42 universities). (C )
-Financial support from government, industry and nuclear institutions,
given as compensation for projects requested from universities r Another
type of financial support is given by USAEC [5] to non-profit educational
institutions and consists oh the furnishing of specialized equipment f o r
courses in nuclear technology as applied to engineering, physical a n d
biomedical sciences, and free contribution of by-products and o t h e r
materials , such as uranium for subcritical assemblies, uranium airicbsd
with U-235 for nuclear reactors and fission plates, and plutonium a n d
polonium for neutron sources. Even in such advanced countries as the
USA, industrial support for universities is not as great as c o u l d be
expected, according to Theos J. Thompson, [5]who explains:11! h a v e
been very disappointed with the response of nuclear industry to requests
for interaction with university nuclear engineering departments. While
accurate figures on the support of research are hard to obtain, it c a n
be said that roughly 40% of university support comes from tuition a n d
student fees and charges; 50% comes from federal, state, and l o c a l
government; 8% comes from private non-industrial contributions; a n d
only 2% comes from business contributions".

Another example of training and education in a Group-D country
is that given in the Federal Republic of Germany. It being impossible
to explain all the different processes used in the F. R G. f o r
specialization and post-graduate work in Nuclear Science end Technology,
we are going to give some information gsá.Lri è;dj f r o m - p r i v a t e
communications, along with outlines tak*n from the bibliographic a l
source [2] dated 1960. We shall mention only the items which a r e
valid until now, From among the several ,<*teps a *•*•' ' r s: t ti ú & n t
m u s t take in order to obtain a postgraduate degree in Nuclear Science
and Technology in F.R G , we have chosen one which seems t o b e
characteristic. In principle, it is desirable that the u n i v e r s i t y
applicant should have worked previously in industry for approximately
six months. At the university, he will take a five y e a r c o u r s e ,
following a program with a substantial proportion of basic science. " I t
is considered move desirable to graft atomic technology on to existing
fields of engineering than to create a new specialty. By far the largest
part of the problem in, say, the design of a reactor must be t r e a t e d
by methods already worked out in other fields, although b o u n d a r y
conditions and combinations of problems are different. Provide* that
the classical engineer has received a sound enough training in the old
field , he can become a good nuclear engineer relatively easily" [ 2 ] .
Right after finishing the university,he begins bis professional work,
either for government, industry or utilities. The organizations which
receive these college-educated people will be mainly responsible f o r
their specialization and, up to a certain degree, e v e n for t h e i r
postgraduate work. • Industry has not asked for a 1 a r g e training
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programme, since it usually believes in taking young engineers with a
good general background and training them on the job" [2] Specialization
in some particular field of knowledge usually occurs as a n a t u r a l
consequence of the work they are doing- Courses of short duration are
given them whenever necessary. Special care is taken that c l a s s e s
should not distuib their routine work^It is agreed that the nuclear engineer
must be throughly trained in the fundamentals of engineering, particularly
in mechanical and electrical engineering. Where existing c l a s s i c a l
engineering courses can provide an adquate training, it is generally
considered that students should first be trained in the c o n v e n t i o na l
manner and"should t h e n proceed to nuclear specialization, either by
post-graduate courses, oh-the-job training or university research. The
advantages of this system are that it uses existing facilities,thus saving
manpower and expense, and ensures that the non - nuclear teaching in
all engineering subjects is kept fully in touch with developments arising
from nuclear engineering"[2J . Their., when the student judges that he
has encountered a line of investigation or research in which he feels
himself capable of accomplishing something sufficiently v a l u a b l e , t o
merit a degree equivalent to that of Master or Doctor, he looks for a
professor in the university who will agree tospoESRrhim. He will then
develop his project until a point when his employer c a n be asked
tô decide whether or not it would be interesting t ) puUish the thesis work,
If all the above mentioned conditions are fulfilled, he w i l l be in
position to receive the desired certificate.

Nuclear Scientific and Tecnological education in a developing country
An exposition of all educational activities in a developing country

is difficult, even if we restrained ourselves to the nuclear s c ient if ic
and technological field, which we are concerned at the present time.
However, it may be worth while to give specific numerical data
concerning a country from Group-A, since it might allow some other
Member State to estimate its own situation,by comparison.

In Brazil (8. 5 million sq.Km, and 93 million people)we have the
National Nuclear Energy Commission(CNEN), subordinate to theMnistry
of Mines and Energy, arid destined to take care of development of nuclear
energy for peaceful uses. CNEN devotes a considerable portion of its
efforts toward giving assistance in personnel training which, along with
prospecting for uranium,are at present its two fundamental occupations
To facilitate the first, CrEN created its Education and Scientific Exchange
Department(DEIC), through which the educational system is encouraged
and financially supported, as we will demonstrate.

CNEN normally provides the following assistance to h i g h l y
specialized institutions:-stipends for Brazilian and foreign professors:
fellowships for introductory and postgraduate courses ̂ -equipment and
maintenance for laboratories; - reprography;- purchase of books and
subscriptions to technical review;- costfree radioactive material for
educational purposes;-financial support for MS thesis preparation; and
fo forth...

In 1970. CNEN provided 601 fellowships for Brazilt&P a n d
foreign candidates, as well a» 2 fellowships, co-tpcnsored by IAEA,
for foreigners, to study in Brasil.



,CNEN also sponsored in Brazil specific m e e t i n g on nuclear
science and sent representatives abroad to other conferences relating
to nuclear energy developments. During 1970, CNEN co - sponsored
four meetings ( Theoretical Physics, Radioisotopes, Nuclear Engineering
Education and Radiotherapy ) and one international symposium, w i t h
IAEA's cooperation (Symposium on Recovery of Uranium from its Ores
and other Sources); all of them in Brazil.

As to international exchange, CNEN not only sends its experts
to attend c o u r s e s , to do research works, to make scientific tours and
to participate in meetings, but also invites foreign experts to deliver
lectures and to follow and advise its own research, etc. In 1970 CNEN
sent 128 Brazilian experts abroad - Z to do research, 9 for short term
courses, 24 for training periods in nuclear organizations,-. 33 for
scientific tours and 60 for participation in technical-scientific meetings.
CNEN provided 59 fellowships for Brazilian experts abroad in 1970, 15 of
which were sponsored by the IAEA.

All above mentioned activities were held in the followiig countries:
Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Italy,- Netherlands, Norway, South
Africa, Spain, Switzerland, UK, USA ( Greup-D );Argentina, Greece ,
Mexico ( Group-A); Israel { Group-B).

The principle subjects delt with were:Uranium Geology; Reactor
Technology, Materials and Safety; Dosimetry, Computers; N u c l e a r :
Metallurgy, Engineering, Medicine, Power Plants an£ Data;Plowshare ;
Safeguards, Radiation Hazards; Heavy-water Production; A g r o n o m y ;
Radiobiolcgy; Health Physics; and Isotope Techniques.

In 1970, C N E N received 57 foreign experts from abroad, 5 of
them sponsored by IAEA and the rest as result of bi-lateral agreements.
One came from Denmark, 17 from France, 15 f r o m Germany, 1 each
from Japan and Switzerland, 6 from the UK, 8 from the USA (Group -D )
and 1 each from Israel, Portugal and Venezuela ( Group - B ). Those
experts were specialized in the following fields: Atomic and Nuclear
Physics; Nuclear Technology; Radioisotope Techniques;Radio and Nuclear
Chemistry; Reactor Power Plants and Economy.

Brazil has also acquired some experience relating to nuclear
scientific and technological education at the secondary school wher e
students have had their interest aroused in many ways by the subjects
mentioned above. In 1968, the Federal Council on Education introduced
a new discipline into the high-school curriculum called Nuclear Energy
and its Applications. To cooperate with this initiative, C N E N has
sponsored, since 1969, a series of lectures for secondary schoolteachers.
The main s u b j e c t s developed are: Nuclear Science Education ,
Nuclear Physics, Nuclear Chemistry» Mineral Resources Exploitation,
R e a c t o r Materials, Nuclear Reactors and Radioisotope Techniques,
Besides that, since 1969 CNEN has sponsored annual contests on the
subjects of peaceful uses of nuclear energy for high - school students
f r o m the whole country. The winners receive cash prizes and are
intitled to visit the three existing Brazilian research reactors, a l l
expenses paid by CNEN.

Since 1969, the Brazilian Government has promoted an annual
National Science Fair, also for secondary school s t u d e n t s . T h e i r
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scientific or practical works are examined by several boards of teachers
and prizes are granted. Nuclear Science is one of the subjects most often
selected by advanced suiiients. We should also mention theU SAEC's Atoms
at Work exhibitions,held in Rio(May 3 to June 4,196l)and S. PauloOctober
17 to November 16,1969). Both had a great success among secondary and
college students,which is why we think that they should be repeated often,
even if each host country shouçihave to contribute a relevant fraction to
the total USAEC expenses. All the mentioned events aim at encouraging
secondary school teachers to study a little more Nuclear Science a n d
Technology in order to beable to answer students4 questions, which are
becoming more and more freqifint and complex as time goes by.

CNEN gives as well financial support to many intermediate level
courses in Electronics,Electrici^,,Techniques of Exploration of Mineral
Resources, e tc . , whenever necessary.

Sending national experts .abroad
This Chapter is an extension of the last two where we discussed

the best way to prepare a potential expert while he is still in h i s .
own country. Before we justify his departure abroad,there are important
requirements to be observed.

a)- Each country must have in mind several subjects known to
be of primary interest according to its nuclear policy. Consequently,the
experts who wish to go abroad must dedicate themselves to one of these
subjects.

b)- Generally speaking, they must be sure , also, of h a v i n g
explored every existing technical-scientific, resource in their o w n
countries, before trying to improve their knowledge abroad. Within
this point of view (and some others that we are going to mention) the
university has a relevant role, since it must always be perfecting itself
in.order to send abroad more and better prepared experts. Brazil can
be taken as an example. Since 1970,aside from the several usual courses
there is one which CNEN has initiated, aimed at ádíiegree in N u c l e a r
Engineering;in this course, every candidate must be graduate in the
following disciplines-.Higher Mathematics applied to Engineering, Physics
and Chemistry;Quantum, Statistical and Analytical Mechanics; F r e nch^
German, and English (besides the conventional curriculum). Its main
purpose is to give a sound base to MS holders in order to send them
in the b e s t possible conditions to pass examinations and to be
qualified for a Ph D certificate from anyone of the more prominent
universities abroad

c)- The experts a re also expected to speak and write fluently
the language of the host country In the case of the MS degree, experts
are required to have good knowledge of still another language, and for
the Ph D, at least two more. This does not take into account languages
with no acceptance in the scientific field, or the c a n d i d a t e s own
language.

d)- Before travelling,the expert must elaborate a working plan,
mentioning the program he is going to perform immediately after his
return, in order to prevent any kind of delay at the beginning of his
duties in his native country. This plan must be approved by legally.



qualified authoritieSjbefore the expert leaves his home country.
e) - Between any two courses taken abroad, the expert must work in

his own country for a period not less than the period of time spended abroad.
f) - Institutions wishing to send an expert abroad, must choose carefully

the country wjere he is to go for his course,training period, or research. If
it is a case of a MS or PhD degree, it is necessary that his advisers should
be in position to assis t him in a subject entirely relevant to the work he is
going to perform in his home country. All precautions must be taken to avoid
the expert being attracted by a new theme, which has not the s l i g h t e s t
probability of being applied at home in a near future. Experience has proved
that this is very difficult to avoid even when the intellectual capacity a n d
good will of all parties concerned are above question* That is why the subject
deserves mention here .

g) - While the expert is at home, he must endeavour to participate ,
from time to time, in international meetings relating to his field. This must
happen, however, only when he aas zeady an appro\ed paper for oral presentation.

h) - The expert must prepare detailed technical-scientific reports
on all activities performed, and if their duration is sufficient, he may present
several periodical reports. The expert's technical-scientific reports must
be well formulated and the institutions to which they pertain, must do their
best to utilize these findings.

i) - Soon after his return, each expert must give a course or a series
of lectures, to disseminate immediatly the new information he has brought
from abroad.
The influence of Nuclear Science and Technology on educational institu-
tions
"—"—~ According to our point of view the influence of Nuclear Science and
Technology on educational institutions in a developing country may b e
expressed in many ways:

a) - Historically, such an influence began as a challenge to formely
existing educational institutions, dedicated to classical Science a n d
Technology,a8 observed by [7]Lewis L.Strauss in 1955:"The development
of nuclear industry in the American industrial pattern requires e v e r
increasing numbers of engineers with special'skills. The demands f ox
such nuclear engineers a re a challenge to the educational system of t h e
United States".

b) - The Universities have been challenged by questions pertaining
to Nuclear Science and Technology in various fields, for instance in
Metallurgyrto produce certain substances, n^.clearly pure, or with impurities
not higher thai! a few ppm; - in Civil Engineering: to use p r e s t r e s s e d
reinforced concrete for nuclear reactors;in Chemistry, to develop resin
extraction methods, applied to nuclear reactor materials; a n d in-
Computers: to simulate nuclear reactor operations; and so fo r th . . , .

c) - Each nation answered the above mentioned challenge in its
particular way, but they all had a common agreement about the necessity
lor giving all experts a sound, theoretical base, initiating and training
them in Nuclear Science and Technology, first in their home country and
afterwards' abroad.

d) - The contribution to Nuclear Science and Technology on the part
of non-specialised people, skilled in conventional Science and Technology»
is percentually more relevant within nuclear energy manpower, "The
nuclear engineer it becoming a minority in specific gf»f P*« In France»



Nuclear Energy manpower involves about 100 people out of each 30, 000
workers. In the USA approximately 4% of the community working in such
field (more than 100,000 people), are trained in Nuclear Engineering" [6J
Since more non-specialized people work in reactor design, construction ,
and operation, than experts, the statement we just mentioned may justify
[f>J,Theos J. Thompson's citation: WI know of no universally agreed upon
definition for nuclear engineering". What is re quested from universities
is the instruction of conventional professionals, not only in quantity but
in quality, giving them a sound theoretical and practical base.

We will explain our point of view by quoting an example concerning
India:"In this country, the matter of quality and quantity is treated with
concern. . A great number of persons have wrong ideas related to its
true situation. India has a specialized center in Trombay, much bigger
than those we are accustomed to see in the Occident. In Saclay, for instance,
there are 5, 000 people at work, while there are 10, 000 in Trombay.This
gives an idea of the extent of such a nuclear complex. The personnel
problem is solved there by means of a particular selection. Out of its 500
million inhabitants, 20 thousand are candidates for a selection out of which
200 a year will be chosen;these will be trained to work at the Commission.
Using this 1% selection, they solve the problem of quality" [S] .

e) - Those who distinguish themselves in their professional lives,
after graduation, will be in demand by institutions which will allow them
to acquire and improve their knowledge of Nuclear Science and Technology,
also giving them conditions for performing their duties with skill, security
and efficiency.

In the USA, annual rates for the demands of nuclear utilities are
assumed [8] to be: PhD, 1; MS, 30; BS, 180; Technical School, 150;others,
430. This corresponds, then, to the demand for high quality MS and
PhD holders, mainly in a country where we know [5j that 1065 PhD and
1814 MS certificates were delivered in the nuclear field, from 1963 to
1967, with an average value of respectively 215 and 363 certificates per
year.
Conclusions:

When Dr. Sigvard Eklund was appointed Director General of the
IAEA, he made the following remarks [2J in his already mentioned
speech:" In closing, I want to emphasize that I am starting m y
work in this Agency with an open mind and that, when performing my
duties, I will always be much obliged for all constructive suggestions
which can foster the work of the Agency

Thus the 4th conference, with its international status because of
the participation of 103 countries, and its objective oi disseminating
knowledge of Peaceful uses of Atomic Energy, becomes an incomparable
vehicle for divulging ideas aimed at benefiting many developing Member
States. Therefore, encouraged by the words of IAEA's Director General, we
are pleased to present here many final suggestions, in addition t o
recommendations published after former meetings on education.

a) - In order to produce the best intellectuals in any field, its
necessary to awake tendencies very early. So, from secondary school
on, Nuclear Science and Technology must be presented to very young
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pco :lo by means of special disciplines and/or by insert ing them i n t o
conventional Pnysics and Chemist ry p r o g r a m s . Even contests may be
organized, aiming at interest ing the teachers indirectly, through t h e i r
secondary school s tudents . Besides that, lec tures may be delivered t o
these teachers or intensive short t e i m courses may be organized.. The

iüualy well -prepared secondary school student willing to study nuclear
besides

applications, mast realize that universities present conditions which make
ühem ideal for performing educational works and research. If they are
duly financially supported by the government, industry and utilities, the
universities will offer highly diversified and inexpensive manpower, in
as much as the requested works have high educational content and theoretical
base, easily didatica^*y explored by the teachers [9J .

c) - Nuclear Science and Technology postgraduate work at the MS
level sad even more so in PhD degree, has more probability of success
tor a developing country, when obtained from an institution belonging to
a Group-D country. A foreign student has not to be comp elled, however,
to choose a thesis which has little utility, or none, in his country of
origin. Special care must be taken in choosing both the country and the
institution the postgraduation candidate will be sent. The studying or the
training abroad, has to be nothing more than a higher level extension to
the work performed by the expert in his home country. Returning, he
must be in position to carry on his activities, taking a d v a n t a g e of
the acquired knowledge, in developing his previous scientific work.

d) - The more advanced countries must create conditions for taking
care of all foreign requests, doing their utmost to assist in an adequate way.

e, - When a country asks for an expert normally the IAEA advertises
in i:s bulletin for a suitable candidate. The procedure may be improved
if trie expert is immediate* informed about the country habits, developments,
deficiencies, etc. , in order to prepare his mind and simplify his task.

f) - The training of good college professors is also a fundamental
concern, even in the most developed countries. The normal deficiencies
•of specialized manpower are worsening because of the complexity of scientific
.natters, as in the case of Nuclear Science and Technology. As we said
before, t'ne needed quantity must be obtained without prejudice to the quality,

g) - Getting in touch with foreign experts through courses, trainings,
participation in meetings, etc. , either by scientists coming from «broad
or by sending national technicians to other countries, constitutes an essential
procedure to improve knowledge, No country is sufficiently wealV.v/ to
afford education of its citizens one by one. Everyone having obtained
any kind of knowledge, should employ all efforts to divulge it by all
means. International Organizations (such as UNO, IAEA, CIEN, etc.)as
well as National Organizations have also the obligation to help such a
diffusion, and as matter of fact, we know that they have done so.

h) - It is possible to save effort if the experts concentrate on one
definite specialty, allowing themselves to deep their knowledge in a
determined filed of work. Among the developing countries, however because
of characteristic shortages of specialized people, there exists a : ndency
towards instability ana a lack of continuity relative to the duties of scientist!
and technologists in their fields of Iwork. S u c h p r o b l e m



must be solved.
i) -In regard to international activities, every country should be

ready to offer itself as host, taking advantage of the possibility * o f
particularly choosing topics of interest to itself and including.them i n
IAEA's agenda Host countries would also profit by having many more
national experts attending the meetings and by receiving s k i l l e d
foreign participants.

j) -Finally, we would like to say that the three developing-aountry
groups, here selected, do not express our opinion concerning a n y
comparison of superiority among them. The situation may change, as
time goes on, because of various reasons We believe, however, t h a t
the criteria we have just used may allow a review of the facts which
seem to be the most important, concerning each group. It»s r a t h e r
curious to note that the group which h a s no nuclear reactors of any
kind, attended none of the international meetings on Education, and many
of its Member States have no relevant Organizations particularly
concerned with nuclear energy. As a consequence there is a lower
electrical power capacity and very little Technical Assistance is received
(proceeding from IAEA). To this group we address, with emphasis but
with utmost respect, the present considerations.
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Key to vertical rows from (10) to (20) in Tables I to IV.
(TO)""It shows the countries in III which entered IAEA as Member

States from 1962 to 1969, marked with ' Y . The only new-comer besides
these ones is Uruguay, in II, where this row doesn't appear.

(II) (I,II,III,IV) - It shows the total Technical Assistance received
(in US$ 1,000. OOhçver since each country entered IAEA as Member State
up to 1969.

(12 ) (I,II,III,IV)- It shows the-classification order according to
the received amounts in (11).



(j[13) (I) - It shows the received average Technical Assistance in
US$l,00O,O0.

(;14) (I) - It shows the classification order according to t h e
received amounts in (13).

(15) (I;II jIV)- It shows the number of existing research reactoxs
in 1969 (or further on).

(16 ) (I, II, IV) - It shows the beginning year when the first
'research reactor was (or is going to be) in operation.

(17), (18) - They are the same as (15) and (16) relative to power '
reactors (I,II, III).

(19) - It shows in III the countries without a relevant organization
specially concerned to Nuclear Energy, designated by N . B e s i d e s
these ones there are: Germany, Norway, Switzerland (IV); I r a n ( I );
Venezuela (II). This row doesnft appear in I,II,IV.

(20) (I, n,IV) - It shows the countries which attended Saclay,
Bariloche and Bagkok International Meetings on Education, marked ''F',
•A", nT" respectively.
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CHINA
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F
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T
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F

T
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Table II - Group B (11): (12)
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BULGARIA

COLOMBIA

CONGO

C. S. R«

HUNGARY

ISRAEL

PORTUGAL

RUMANIA

URUGUAY

VENEZUELA
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236.4 29 01 1961 02 1973 F
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Table III -

AFGHANISTAN

ALBANIA

ALGERIA

BOLIVIA

BURMA

B.S.S.R.

CAMBODIA

CAMEROON

CEYLON

CHILE

COSTA RICA

CUBA

CYPRUS

DOMINICAN R

ECUADOR

EL SALVADOR

ETHIOPIA

GABON

GHANA
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HAITI

HOLY SEE

ICELAND
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JAMAICA
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Group C
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Ti-.Me IV - Group D (ID

AUSTRALIA

AUSTRIA 185,5

BELGIUM

C.U^DA
I

; ?::.TAND 39.5

j ?^\:CCE 15.9

í GERMANY 03.0

:*

JAPAN 372 .k

NETHERLANDS 17.8

KC;;VAY 09.1

SCJTH AFRICA 107.8

SPAIN 5U.1

SWEDEN O8.8

SWITZERLAND 12.6

USSR

U.K.

U.S.A. 02.6
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Table V - EDUCATION AND NUCLEAR ENERGY

INTERNATIONAL MEETINGS

PLACE AND PERIOD

SACLAY, France
06 - 10 July 1959

&/.RH0CHE, Argentina
Oc - 10 November 1961

BANGKOK, Thailand

15 - 23 July 1968

SPONSORS

IAEA
UNESCO)

IAEA
CIEN'
UNESCO

IAEA
UNESCO

iATTENDANTS

COUNTRIES

33

1Í

1Í

mmmmam

»

\

')

•am

*

kk

23

15

TOTAL
EXISTING
MEMBER .
STATES

77

96


